27 March 2020
The Rt Hon Boris Johnson MP
10 Downing St
London
SW1
Dear Mr Johnson
I am writing to express profound disappointment that our numerous requests to help during this national emergency
have gone unanswered. Despite our previous letters we haven’t heard from anyone in the Department of Health and
Social Care even though we took the time to visit there in person (and NHS Improvement, City Hall and TfL) and were
told our information would be given to the office of the Health Secretary Matt Hancock MP. As a member of society
and of the Conservative Party this is most worrying.
Your government is rightly focussed on stopping the spread of the coronavirus and has issued cleaning regime
guidance to the population. Whilst appropriate and necessary none of this guidance can stop or disable the primary
cause of transmission which is via aerosols and minute water droplets when people breathe, speak, cough or sneeze
or when they touch an infected surface (there is plenty of confirmatory research on this should any of your experts
disagree – I have included one recent report for your information). Our air disinfection technology however will.
Our patented products safely and effectively disinfect all of the air and surfaces on a continuous basis (note they are
not passive filters or PCO systems). The technology inside our products is tested and proven to break down and
destroy numerous dangerous pathogens including SARS-CoV-1 which is broadly similar to this new SARS-CoV-2
coronavirus. If our technology was being used in NHS hospitals, 10 Downing St or Buckingham Palace, it would
protect frontline NHS workers and would most likely have prevented the likes of HRH Prince Charles, Matt Hancock
MP and indeed your good self from contracting this virus. I myself am an indoor air quality professional and property
surveyor. I was visiting 7-8 properties a day up until the lockdown was announced. I am a high risk person yet I have
shown no symptoms of this virus. This is most likely because we use our technology at our home where every cubic
cm of air we breathe is constantly and safely being disinfected. None of us have shown any symptoms since this
started and in fact we haven’t had any colds or flu since we installed our products last August despite having a
daughter at school. Put simply, our products work. They purify and disinfect all of the indoor air and surfaces safely
and effectively. They are used in many countries around the world. They are proven to stop deaths from transmitted
illnesses in US hospitals. They are proven to reduce absentee rates in schools and at work which improves
productivity which in turn benefits the economy. They should be used here in the UK at this time of national crisis to
protect frontline NHS workers, our government and our royal family amongst others. Our products can help save lives
now and will help get the economy moving again in the future when we are through this.
We just want to help at this time of national crisis and it is thoroughly disheartening to listen to experts on the
television none of whom make any mention of air disinfection as a strategy to stop the spread of this virus. In my
opinion it is borderline negligence they are not talking about this. The manufacturer of our technology is currently
shipping its products all around the world to help combat the spread of this virus because it works yet nobody in the
UK wants to listen. It is disgraceful.
Please read this and please contact us. Please do not fob us off again. We can help disable the primary method of
transmission. We can add a new dimension to the cleaning regimes of homes, hospitals, offices – in fact every indoor
space. We can help you get on top of the spread of this deadly virus. We can help save lives.
Yours sincerely
Andrew Hobbs
Managing Director
Healthy Indoor Environments Ltd t/a Better Indoors
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